Driving Directions


From US-131 Southbound: Follow US-131 southbound. Exit Pearl Street (Exit #85B). Turn left on Pearl. Turn left on Scribner (next light). Turn right on Bridge Street (next light). Bridge turns into Michigan Avenue as it crosses the Grand River. Continue east on Michigan. Turn right on Bostwick. Van Andel Institute is on your right.

From I-196 Eastbound: Exit College Avenue (Exit #78). Turn right on College. Turn right at Michigan (next light). Travel Michigan west to Bostwick. Turn left on Bostwick. Van Andel Institute is on your right.

From I-196 Westbound: Exit College Avenue (Exit #78). Turn left on College. Turn Right at Michigan (next light). Travel Michigan west to Bostwick. Turn left on Bostwick. Van Andel Institute is on your right.